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1 The Silver Economy Awards

The Silver Economy Awards is the first European-level award scheme rewarding innovative

services and solutions that support the growth and the development of a positive narrative of

the European silver economy. It aims to help local and regional authorities to deliver better

services for their ageing population, improve the quality of life of older people in Europe and

highlight economic opportunities connected with adequately responding to ongoing

demographic developments.

“Creating a European-level award that will serve as a catalyst for stimulating a

sustainable Europe-wide digital Silver economy movement, promoting and rewarding

innovative and creative ideas that tap into the potential that lies in an ever growing

number of older persons.”

Aimed at all those responding to the opportunities of our ageing populations with game-

changing solutions, the Silver Economy Awards will be open to submissions from

organisations, companies and research institutions. From healthcare and active ageing to

lifestyle, finance, transport and employment, innovative ICT-enabled solutions and services

will be welcomed from the broad spectrum of areas that make up the silver economy.

Powered by the EU-funded SEED project, the Silver Economy Awards also benefit from the

strong support of the European Covenant on Demographic Change as well as the CORAL

network, the AAL Joint Programme, the EIP AHA Action Groups, ASHOKA, ERRIN,

Digitaleurope, EuroCarers, and some highly committed regional and local governments.
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2 Communication and Dissemination Plan

The following Communication Plan aims at reaching and impacting key stakeholders to

generate awareness and interest in the Awards and catalysing the silver economy to support

the creation of age-friendly environments across Europe and shape a positive narrative for

demographic change and ICT innovation.

This plan outlines the tools and suggested actions for the different stages of the project.

Central to the communication campaign will be the support of the project Partners and their

extensive network of multipliers to reach as wide an audience as possible.

The key communication tools are the website, social media (Twitter) and a significant

presence by Partners at events across Europe to inform about the Awards.

The final aim of this project will be to successfully execute the first Silver Economy Awards

and to ensure it is successfully handed over to an entity for its subsequent editions and long-

term sustainability.

2.1 Objectives

 Develop and implement an integrated communication concept that involves key
stakeholders and sectors of the Silver Economy to support and participate in the
Silver Economy Awards and to facilitate a pan-European movement that
acknowledges and exploits the opportunities brought about by demographic change
and innovation.

 Create an impactful and attractive visual branding that reflects the diverse and
innovative nature of sector. This will help build the Silver Economy Awards as a
“brand” and become a recognised visual tool for all communication materials.

 Attract a significant number of high-quality submissions from organisations involved
in ICT innovation for active and healthy ageing

 Effective engagement of and networking with related initiatives within Member
States

 Effective engagement and dissemination of awarded initiatives across Europe on the
basis of a positive narrative for demographic change and ICT innovation

 Track the outreach and impact of the awards scheme and other communication
measures

 Mobilisation of silver economy entrepreneurs, social organizations, citizens, grass-
roots initiatives, designers, brands, retailers, industrial operators, researchers,
innovators, investors and other societal actors.

 Create a solid foundation for the future consolidation of the Awards and a sector that
identifies itself as working within the Silver Economy

2.2 Target groups and key messages

Three key target groups have been identified:
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1. Stakeholders: key governmental, regional and local administrative organisations,

NGOs and other civil society organisations, universities and research centres as well as

key industry players

Message: effective engagement of key stakeholders to ensure their support in

disseminating and participating in the Awards.

2. Potential applicants:

 Public authorities

 Non-for-profit /non-governmental actors

 For-profit actors

Message: explain the benefits of participating in the award and highlight the business

opportunities provided by the Silver Economy; support submission to ensure a varied

selection of quality innovation, ideally across the spectrum of Silver Economy sectors.

The Potential Submitters can be further divided into the three submission categories:

3. General public

Message: raise awareness and engage through a positive perspective of the continuing

demographic changes and the opportunities that ICT innovation brings socially and

economically.

2.3 Communication phases

The communication plan will follow the project’s three phases:

 Preparation: Month 3-8; December 2016 to May 2017

To ensure maximum visibility, whilst the Partners are defining and preparing the details

of the Awards scheme, The Awards Secretariat and Partners will be disseminating early

news about the Awards to create a positive narrative for demographic change and ICT

innovation. This will ensure that the message can be shared at key relevant events.

 Launch & submissions open: Months 9-14; June to November 2017

Increase awareness of the awards scheme among the three main target groups to ensure

significant, high quality applications.

 Post-submissions and Prize-giving Event, 15-21, December 2017 to June

2018

Keep interest during the evaluation period and increase attention before and during the

Prize-giving event where the winners will be announced.
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 Post-Awards: Months 21-24

Showcase winners as best examples of ICT innovation, good practices and learned lessons,

and consolidate networks to ensure the sustainability of the Awards.

2.4 Visual Identity

In order to build a solid brand identity and to unify the different project elements, we have

created an eye-catching visual identity and set out the principles for their use.

In order to facilitate

2.4.1 Logos

The logo is the central element of the visual identity elements for the Silver Economy Awards

project powered by SEED and should be used according to the guidelines developed.

The logo includes acknowledge the EU funding we are receiving.

The logo of the Silver Economy Awards should appear in all official communication material

and documents to help communicate the project. This will include the website, leaflets and

postcards, mailings, PPT presentations and on Twitter profiles. Partners can find these

materials in the DropBox shared by the Consortium.

To facilitate readability, it was decided to only use dark grey colours to write, only using

yellow in the logo, or as a background.

Further information about the use of the different colours of the logo and other and other

elements will be explained in more detail in the Visual Guideline (D7.2).
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Figure 1- Logo
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2.4.2 Examples of guideline implementation

Figure 2- Examples of implementation of guidelines (Invitation letter, postcard, banner for
mailing)
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3 Communication and outreach tools

3.1 Website

As the central communication tool for the SEED project, a full-fledged website has been

developed as a clear one-stop shop with all the information needed at the different stages to

understand and participate in the Silver Economy Awards.

The web will offer information on:

 What are the Silver Economy Awards? including the benefits of participating

 Categories, timeline, evaluation criteria

 Why to apply

 How to apply

 Jury

 FAQ

 The potential partners supporting the Awards

 Submission (once closed the submission period, this section will disappear from the
navigation bar. It will be replaced at the appropriate time by a “Results” tab)

 News and events related to the Silver Economy, update of the project main steps, a
calendar of events to which the partners will attend, etc. Opinion articles to specialized
media written by the partners could be a complementary way of reaching specialized
audience (Pending to confirm how each partner can contribute).

 It will also give the possibility to directly contact the Awards Secretariat or to register
interest for the initiative.

 Last but not least a section will be dedicated to the SEED consortium, the Advisory Board
and will contain all the SEED public deliverables

The site is hosted within the Covenant on Demographic Change website to be able to

capitalise on the traffic and interest of Covenant members and to ensure the long-term

sustainability of the Awards once the SEED project ends. However, the independent visual

identity of the Silver Economy Awards is emphasized through its own branding and direct

access through its own URL:http://silvereconomyawards.eu

Also in order to strengthen the visual identity of the SilverEconomyAwards, the web has been

thought as to give the sensation that two independent “mini-sites” are coexisting inside the

same site, with clear visual identity:

There will be two cases:

 When someone arrives at the Covenant's website through this URL:
“agefriendlyeurope.org”, and they go to the Silver Economy awards tab, the menu-bar
will include a tab called “back to the covenant”.

 If someone arrives to the Awards through the direct
URL:”http://silvereconomyawards.eu”, we will hide the "back to the covenant" menu-
item to avoid any connection with the covenant site.
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Figure 3- Example 1

Figure 4- Example 2
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The most relevant information will be always visible and available in the home page, and

thus it will change depending on

To help interested people to understand the process and timings of the Awards we will add a

timeline that will indicate in which phase are we in.

The website will also provide a confidential online evaluation tool for jurors

 Example1: Shows the information available during the submission period

 Example2: Shows how it would change and what information would be available when we
are close to the prize-giving event.

Apart from the submission button during the application period,

“Contact” button where interested people can register their interest or ask any question.

The Awards Secretariat will be the responsible of managing

Social media accounts and the official hashtag will be included on th

learn more about the Silver Economy Awards as well as social media “Share” buttons so that

they may distribute the information easily to their own networks.

3.2 Social media

Social media accounts and the official hashtag will be includ

learn more about the Silver Economy Awards as well as social media “Share” buttons so that

they may distribute the information easily to their own networks.

The social media strategy will have the following objectives:

 inspire dialogue and participation in the SEED Awards by sharing testimonials, best
practices and news

 deepen engagement with existing Partners and stakeholders

 reach out and engage with Silver Economy experts, stakeholders, public authorities,
NGOs, industry and influential opinion makers

Twitter is the best channel for reaching out to potential participants as well as to

professional target audiences and stakeholders that will raise the visibility of the Silver

Economy Awards and create and strengthen its

scheme.

We also consider creating a LinkedIn

been able to build an engaged community, interested in the exchange of relevant

information and benefits of networki

@silvereconaward

#silvereconomyawards
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learn more about the Silver Economy Awards as well as social media “Share” buttons so that

they may distribute the information easily to their own networks.

Social media accounts and the official hashtag will be included on the page so that visitors

learn more about the Silver Economy Awards as well as social media “Share” buttons so that

they may distribute the information easily to their own networks.

The social media strategy will have the following objectives:

inspire dialogue and participation in the SEED Awards by sharing testimonials, best

deepen engagement with existing Partners and stakeholders

reach out and engage with Silver Economy experts, stakeholders, public authorities,
try and influential opinion makers

Twitter is the best channel for reaching out to potential participants as well as to

professional target audiences and stakeholders that will raise the visibility of the Silver

Economy Awards and create and strengthen its reputation as the European

LinkedIn group from the 4th phase of the project, once we have

been able to build an engaged community, interested in the exchange of relevant

information and benefits of networking.
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Figure 5- SEED on Twitter

The Silver Economy Awards will uses existing account (@ENGAGEDinEurope) renamed as

@silvereconaward, which currently has more than 1500 followers that were informed about

the changes in the account.

P.A.U Education will manage this twitter account and the Award Secretariat will take over

this role at the end of SEED project.

The selected hashtag to generate comments around the Silver Economy Awards will be

#silvereconomyawards.

For each of the different phases we will programme a schedule of appropriate tweets, for

example, increasing the frequency and target audiences at strategic moments to encourage

submissions.

3.3 Leaflets and postcards

A postcard-style leaflet was developed in M2 in order to have a quick print dissemination

means available. Distribution started at the European Summit in Active and Healthy Ageing in

December 2016.
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Figure 6- SEED postcard
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Figure

To support the dissemination of the Silver Economy Awards at events, a leaflet will be

produced building on the initial postcards but with a more detailed message about the

benefits of participating and how to submit.

As well as printing the budgeted number of postcards and leaflets, to ensure maximum

coverage printed pdfs will be available on the project Drop

digitally or print further copies.

Additional potential dissemination materials for use by partners include mailings to alert

potential submitters; press releases; webinars to support potential submitters in creating

quality applications; and a monthly newsletter to maintain continuity once the first

of the Awards is complete.
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Figure 7- Initial layout for SEED leaflet

To support the dissemination of the Silver Economy Awards at events, a leaflet will be

produced building on the initial postcards but with a more detailed message about the

of participating and how to submit.

As well as printing the budgeted number of postcards and leaflets, to ensure maximum

coverage printed pdfs will be available on the project DropBox so all partners can share

digitally or print further copies.

potential dissemination materials for use by partners include mailings to alert

potential submitters; press releases; webinars to support potential submitters in creating

quality applications; and a monthly newsletter to maintain continuity once the first

10th March 2017

To support the dissemination of the Silver Economy Awards at events, a leaflet will be

produced building on the initial postcards but with a more detailed message about the

As well as printing the budgeted number of postcards and leaflets, to ensure maximum

ox so all partners can share

potential dissemination materials for use by partners include mailings to alert

potential submitters; press releases; webinars to support potential submitters in creating

quality applications; and a monthly newsletter to maintain continuity once the first edition
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4 Action Plan

The Action Plan is designed around the three phases of the project and defines the activity of

the Partners during each phase:

4.1 Phase 1 Pre-launch

The action plan during this phase of preparation for the Awards will support SEED partners

and their networks in capitalising on relevant events to share the news about the Silver

Economy Awards, with a parallel support of Twitter, the website, and printed material.

Special attention will be dedicated during the week when we officially launch the submission

period. The dissemination will be carried out online, using the partner’s and SEED’s channels,

but it could also be presented in an event, if the consortium finds a suitable one in terms of

timing and topic, and one of the partners is attending it.

4.1.1 Events

One of the key areas for actions from Partners is at related events across Europe.

The partners have compiled a list of events where they will be present as well as any other

important events attended by target audiences. Wherever possible Partners will publicise the

Awards in person thus increasing the human reference so that interested people can

approach them for more information and to build and strengthen the network.

The following strategy has been set up to maximise on the three key communication tools

during this phase:

Website

Key events will be listed on the website to further publicise them and our Partners

attendance and how to meet them.

Wherever possible/appropriate the Silver Economy Awards will seek a symbiotic relationship

with event organisers and offer to include the event in exchange for coverage/mention of the

Silver Economy Awards.

Twitter

In order to cover the many upcoming events and to keep the Twitter profile active until the

Silver Economy Awards are launched, we propose the following strategy.

The objective is to communicate as widely as possible that a new Silver Economy Award will

start soon and ensure that anyone potentially interested in applying will know where to

access information about the Awards or SEED project. We will highlight the connection

between the event we are publishing and the SEED Awards to create social media messages

and content.

Leaflets (or postcards)
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SEED members can distribute these at events and meetings. Once each member confirms to

which relevant events they will attend. P.A.U. Education can estimate a number of leaflets

to be sent.

A pdf file will also be made available so that each member can print out as many copies as

they may need for more informal meetings where it can still be useful to distribute them.

4.1.2 Sample event coverage

We have put together a sample of the Communication tools Partners can use to maximise

their attendance at specific events. We have taken the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona,

27 February to 2 March, as an example

Social Media

We propose to first tweet about the event two weeks prior to the event.

For example:

 Are you visiting the @MobileWorldCongress? Get In touch with our partners @XXX
@YYY and be the first to learn about the # silvereconomyawards.

 We propose to publish two tweets per week until the date of the event. The content
will link the SEED Awards and the purpose of the event.

For example:

 An app that offers personalized medical treatment or a phone specifically designed
for the older people. These @MWC projects could win the #silvereconomyawards.
Get in touch with the Award Secretariat and learn more!

 During the event, we will publish one tweet per day, encouraging visitors to contact
the Awards Secretariat and raising awareness about the Silver Economy Awards
among the congress visitors, exhibitors, authorities and stakeholders.

For example:

 Visit #silvereconomyawards partners stands at B23 and C82 #MWC and find out how
to apply to the SilverEconomyAwards

 We will also monitor the use of the hashtags in order to identify potential SEED
Awards participants.

Website

The website will publicise events and Partners attendance and how to meet them.

For example:

 February: The Mobile World Congress will take place in Barcelona from the 27th
February to the 2nd of March. One of our Partners, ECHAlliance will organize the
Digital Health & Wellness Summit 2017, which is part of the parallel startup business
event 4YFN 2017 event. If you are interested in getting more information/ meeting us,
contact Beatriz Sanz at Beatriz@echalliance.com

Leaflet

For the Mobile World Congress, the partner attending the event (in this case ECHAlliance)

would have a number of leaflets to distribute personally or to leave in strategic points.
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4.2 Phase 2 Launch and submissions open

The launch of the Call for Applications in June will see one of the communication peaks

where all Partners will be reaching out to as wide a group of target audiences as possible. We

expect to attract significant interest during the following month, and then after quieter

summer months, we will then boost communication actions again from September, through

October and for the first two weeks of November.

We will make use of the:

4.2.1 Website

 Clearly communicate who the Awards are aimed at and the benefits of participating

 Clearly communicate how to participate

 Communicate about the launching of the submission

 Collect submissions

4.2.2 Mail outs

Emails are a key communications tool as they provide direct contact with the stakeholder.

They will include the Award branding in order to build the identity, as well as a link to the

webpage, which includes a prominent Submission button. Partners will be responsible for

their own mailings to their specific lists to avoid any data protection issues.

P.A.U. Education will provide a sample text partners can use to reach out to their own

network of multipliers and potential candidates.

We propose a minimum of three mails outs: one the week of the launch, one mid-September

and another one 2 weeks prior to the closing date. We may consider an optional reminder.

4.2.3 Press releases

A press release will be issued at each of the key milestones of the project: the launch of

Awards, announcement of the winners, and conclusions and long-term plan.

Press releases will be used to reach out to potential participants and also to strategically

inform policy makers. A list of media contacts will be elaborated and shared with the Award

Secretariat.

AGE will be draft the content and P.A.U Education will edit it so that each partner can

disseminate it to its media contacts using the established template using the visual identity.

4.2.4 Twitter

The following action plan is to be implemented during the launch phase and whilst the Call

for submissions is open.

Content ingredients

Twitter will be used to:
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 enable a dialogue to be established between interested parties and potential
applicants by asking questions or mentioning others

 disseminate visuals whenever possible: videos, SlideShare decks or photos with a text
overlay

 tap into relevant conversations by making prominent use of hashtags

The created content will promote the best examples of ICT innovation for active and healthy

ageing and will address key stakeholders and sectors of the Silver Economy (advertising,

innovative consumer products and services, age-friendly workplaces, age friendly living

environments).

P.A.U. will send by email every two weeks the post proposals, and once a month, the Direct

Message campaign text proposal (*see below). Once agreed by the consortium in writing, we

will schedule and publish the content accordingly.

Interaction

In order to maintain an active profile, it is very important to interact with followers. We

propose to interact with the followers performing the following daily activities:

Retweets several tweets – Give several Likes - Follow someone new

Hashtags

The hashtags #silvereconomyawards and #SilverEconomy will be used to:

 create a social media identity and pull together all social media posts of the Silver
Economy Awards across different platforms

 follow the ongoing social media conversation and spot potential participants and
stakeholders

 identify influencers that can act as multipliers

The use of the hashtag will be monitored in order to determine if the outreach and

interaction are correct and in order to identify contacts - either participants or stakeholders

- that can help us amplify and spread out the message.

Lists

Twitter lists will allow us to identify and organise stakeholders, nominees and relevant

accounts. Currently, there are five lists that Silver Economy Awards is sharing. We propose to

create more lists and add partners, ICT domains, media, stakeholders, nominees (once we

know their names), and all public authorities, private and public organisations who somehow

are related to the silver economy. We ask Partners to supply us with known contacts and

P.A.U. Education will continue to adding contacts on a monthly basis.

Once the lists are determined and contacts added, we propose sending *Direct Message

Campaigns with tailored messages. We think that the best time for this is between

September and November, as these three months are the most effective in order to

encourage participation.

We will send a DM monthly campaign to each list in order to raise awareness about the SEED

Awards and in order to encourage people to apply and participate in the awards. We will
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tailor every message in order to reach out a wider audience and in order to personalize the

information received.

The Direct Message campaigns will be launched through Audience, as this tool allows us to

send tailor scheduled messages and offers very useful data to help determine the

performance of the DM campaigns. Audience also offers very valuable data for when we are

analysing profile users’ information, target analysis, Twitter analytics, etc.

Calendar

 Publish content only during weekdays since the applause rate is very low during the
weekend.

 Publish at least one tweet per day.

 Schedule the publications (using a specific tool like Hootsuite or Tweetdeck) in order
to publish at the hours when engagement is highest. Schedule the posts in order to
be published between 9.00 and 11.00 and 16.00 and 20.00. Optimizing the hours
when the content is published, we will be able to reach more followers and promote
more interaction and therefore more engagement.

General

 Leveraging the partner Network: There is huge potential to leverage both the
audiences and the content of the social media accounts of the Partners and
stakeholders.

 Content sharing: Sharing the social media content of partners and stakeholders is not
only a very cost-efficient way to maintain a constant flow of information on the
Silver Economy Twitter profile, it will also enhances the visibility of the
Partners/stakeholders and their initiatives, and reinforces the cohesion and
cooperation.

 We will choose on a weekly basis five accounts and we will check if their content is
able to be shared. If it is, we will schedule its publication for the following weeks. It
is recommended to share, at least, two publications from Partners/stakeholders
every week

 Curating content: Apart from creating own content and exchanging or sharing
Partners’ content, we will also curate content from outside sources containing
information on the Silver Economy and different ways of promoting active, healthy,
mobile and solvent older citizens.

Live coverage and promotion of events

By tracking designated and predefined hashtags, the Silver Economy Awards official Twitter

account will be able to follow and stay up to date with the latest developments of silver

economy events that have a virtual presence on social media.

The audience of these events will be encouraged to use live tweeting, sending real time

comments about the presentations or speeches that are being held. This will increase the

visibility and promotion of the Silver Economy Awards.
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4.3 Phase Post-submissions (evaluation phase and prize-giving event)

Communication during the third (and fourth) phase of the project will be further defined

once the timetable for the evaluation and prize-giving event are confirmed. The focus will be

on maintaining interest in the Awards potentially by showcasing some of the submissions and

reporting on the prize-giving event and the winning categories.

4.4 Post-awards

After the prize-giving event, communication will be focused on showcasing winning services

and products as well as analysing successes, lessons learnt and drawing conclusions to help

prepare for the future of the Awards.

An online newsletter could potentially also be published towards the end of this period to

continue consolidating the Silver Economy community that has been created.
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5 Outreach tracking and analysis

To effectively measure the outreach, the Partners will define KPI’s for the different

channels.

Collaboration from all partners will be needed, including updating relevant spreadsheets and

providing P.A.U. with information on a regular basis. This will be used to analyse the ongoing

strategy and the success and performance of the channels.

Potential KPI’s:

Figure 8- Outreach tracking via KPIs
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6 Communication and Dissemination calendar

6.1 Pre-launch: March, April, May.

Twitter How and

when

To inform about SEED partners attending events: We will tweet two

weeks prior to the event:

Publish two tweets per week until the date of the event

Example: Are you visiting the @EVENT? Get in touch with our

partners @XXX and be the first to know about the

#silvereconomyawards

During the event, publish one tweet per day to encourage visitors

to contact the Award Secretariat and raising awareness about the

Awards.

Example: Visit #silvereconomyawards partners stands at XX and find

out how to apply to the SilverEconomyAwards.

Launching event: One tweet per day during the week prior to the

event where the Awards will be launched.

Partners are encouraged to retweet everyday using their own

channels. Several tweets during the day of the event.

Every development in the website will be informed by tweet.

We will publish one tweet per day during the week that the web

officially offers all the key information about who, why, and how

can apply to the Awards.

Leaflet How and

when

Partners will distribute flyers in events and key meetings. (Once we

know the kind of event each partner is going to be, we will be able

to define a concrete number of leaflets for each)

Website How and

when

News:

All partners contribute sending news related to the Silver Economy

that PAU will publish.

Partners are invited to write opinion articles for the specialized

audience.

Events:

List of events of the month (relevant events for the audience, and

events that SEED partners are going to)
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6.2 Submissions period: June to Mid-November

Emailing How and

when

P.A.U. Education will edit and provide with an email template.

All partners will send this email to their lists of potential

participants and multipliers.

1st emailing: 5th of June

2nd emailing; second week of September

3rd emailing (optional) last week of October

Twitter How and

when

P.A.U. Education will send by email every two weeks the post

proposals for those partners who can help disseminate from their

own social media channels.

P.A.U. Education will publish tweets weekly during this period, at

least one tweet per day.

We will increase the number of tweets from the last week of

October advertising last chances to participate.

To interact with followers, @Silvereconaward will perform these

daily activities: Retweet - Give several likes - Follow someone new.

Website How and

when

The Secretariat will be responsible of answering any questions that

candidates raise during the application phase.

The home page will show all the key information that candidates

need to apply.

News:

All partners contribute sending news related to the Silver Economy

that P.A.U. will publish.

Partners are invited to write opinion articles for the specialized

audience.

Events:

List of events of the month (relevant events for the audience, and

events that SEED partners are going to)

Press

release

How and

when

First week of June. Each partner will receive the content in English,

to be translated into their local language, to send to the media.
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6.3 Phase post-submissions

Press

release

How and

when

To showcase the winners of the first edition of the Award

Twitter How and

when

To maintain interest, we will weekly publish tweets about the

characteristics of the submissions received.

A special campaign will be designed to announce the prize-giving

event a week prior to it, and to report the winning categories

during the day of the event.

Website How and

when

The home page will change to announce the next step during the

evaluation period and to inform about the prize-giving event.

6.4 Post Awards

Website How and

when

Showcasing winning services and products, informing about main

conclusions and meaningful data from this first edition.

News:

Keep nurturing this section as a reference point of information for

the target audience.

Newsletter How and

when

At this point an online newsletter could be published to continue

consolidating the Silver Economy community

Twitter How and

when

Showcasing winning services and products

Keep the audience informed about the future of the next Awards


